A VERY BRITISH CIVIL WAR - NOVEMBER 1938
Elements of the Social Workers Army have been carrying out harassing raids against the British
Union of Fascist and Government forces in this area. One such raiding force has been tracked
down to the village of Nether Wallop, and a two pronged assault has been launched against them.
Regular Army forces and BUF militia have been ordered to clear the “Reds” out of the village.
Warned by local sympathisers of the coming assault the SWA column have sent out a desperate
plea for help to their comrades and reinforcements is on it’s way.

The SWA initial forces start deployed on the table, they may be concealed.
The SWA reinforcements enter along the Northern table edge at Turn 3.
The BUF deploy along the Western table edge within 40cm of the SW corner.
The Regular Army deploy anywhere along the Southern table edge.
Terrain.
The hedges are impassable to wheeled vehicles except at gaps and gates.
Royalist Forces
HQ (CV7) BUF
6 x Militia
HQ (CV8) German Legion
4 x Regular
1 x MMg
1 x Pz II
2 x Pz I
CO (CV8) Army
2 x Regular + AT rifle
HQ (CV8) Army
6 x Regular
1 x Mortar
HQ (CV8) Army
6 x Regular
1 x Mortar
HQ (CV8) Army
2 x Vickers MKVI

A VERY BRITISH CIVIL WAR - NOVEMBER 1938
Elements of the Social Workers Army have been carrying out harassing raids against the British
Union of Fascist and Government forces in this area. One such raiding force has been tracked
down to the village of Nether Wallop, and a two pronged assault has been launched against them.
Regular Army forces and BUF militia have been ordered to clear the “Reds” out of the village.
Warned by local sympathisers of the coming assault the SWA column have sent out a desperate
plea for help to their comrades and reinforcements is on it’s way.

The SWA initial forces start deployed on the table, they may be concealed.
The SWA reinforcements enter along the Northern table edge at Turn 3.
The BUF deploy along the Western table edge within 18” of the SW corner.
The Regular Army deploy anywhere along the Southern table edge.
Terrain.
The hedges are impassable to wheeled vehicles except at gaps and gates.
Socialist Workers Army
Starting Forces – Militia
CO (CV8)
1 x 75mm Howitzer
HQ (CV7)
2 x Armoured Car
2 x AT squad
HQ (CV7)
6 x Militia
1 x Lewis gun squad
HQ (CV7)
6 x Militia
1 x Lewis gun squad
Reinforcements – Regular (Army deserters)
HQ (CV8)
6 Regular
HQ (CV8)
2 x Vickers E, type B tank

